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CAILCULATION OF EXPECTED DEPLETION TrAE WHEN DEMAND IS
STUTTERING POISSON

Consider an inventory system in which there is initial otock of an itemn

and for which there is randomn demand. It is often important to know the

deplation time of the stock given that no re-supply occurs in the interim.

Because the demand for the itom occurs at random, the depletion time is also

random. However, it does have a mean v- -. e. This paper presents the deriva-

tion of the expected depletion time when demand cbeys the stuttering Poisson

probability law. The derivation is greatly sirnpled by thet apnilication of an

infrequently wite, farinul& for the calculation of the expected value of a rz.ndomn

~j. variable.

The atuttering Poisson di.scribution is one of mnany in the class of coirrpound

Poioion distributiono, and refluitd fro,,,, oxpontiahl distributed arrivals

which have order siz.es boverned by :- geormetrir itribution. It has been found

to have several applications in the -,tudy of real -'orld mystems. In pirticular,

studies for the Arrmy have shown -the stittering Poisson probabilities to be

a good approximation for the frequency of derrand in a given period., The

distribution, thereftore, has bten used in zqovrral iuventory models devetoped

for the ArzmKy for u~se in 8upply conitrol decisi. n'. "Ihe u~ed to know th.- expected

4 depletion timne of atock for one of these model~s led to the writing of this

paper.



Letting the n(otation P(j, t) mnean the probability that dor-and equalvs j in

period of length t, the P(j, t) are1

P(Q't) 1
(1) P()

PC.Tj. (t) ': I

where J- is the mnean~ inter-arrival time aof orders, and S it the :-rean order

size.

If N is the value of itock on hair. at time zero, then he probability t'skat the

depletion time, T, is greater than t is exactly the probability that fewer than N

items are demanded in the time t. Thus,

N-1

Prc C -r> t]

Using the relation,4hip for the calculation of the expected value of a rantont

variable Z

we have that the expected depletion Lrime E(T) i.-
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If etch term in the double summation is multiplied by i. then

(4) '.Bycor-3

A- +

Thut

Finally,

(7) a(r)-: xs
A, is apparent, Ihe derivation of E(T) requires only simple matherna-

tics. Ho,,ver, this simplicity can be attributed only to the use of equaation

(2) in place of the more common

so

"The equoticn (2) eliminates many steps because it was able to use a s. pier

expresei . than the density function.

It ie feh1. that many situations occur in calculations where the use of

(2) will impif,, the required ,,ffort. When the randorm, varianie is , Ont ifiOi,

,he logical Jotf irobabilities must tt0 b r:rtd, ,i- r s t t,



th~e di~tribution function and not the density function. More often. than not,

the furth.. derivation of the density resuits in a more complicated exprestsion.

Therefore, (Z) might often be the beat formula to use for the calculation of

expected values.
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